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2.MONEY, GOLD AND WEALTH OF 

NATIONS IN INTEGRAL 

ECONOMICS OF MAN  
 

Money, gold and wealth are exceptionally important in 

economy. It is considered until now that the eldest "real" money as the 

first coins appeared in Ancient China in 12th century B.C [Fengler, H., 

Gierow, G. and Unger, W., 1976].  

But, as far back as in 2112-2094 years B.C. in Ancient Sumer in 

“The laws of Ur-Nammu” standard weight metallic currency 

“shekels” (8,4 grams of silver) and “minas” (500 grams of silver) were 

first time mentioned for all payments and taxes. Afterwards, for ease 

of handling, standard weights “shekels” and “minas” were replaced 

with habitual coins. Metallic money of Ancient Sumer was an 

example for introduction of “real” money at first in surrounding 

countries, and then all over the world. In August, 2011 we once again 

checked up on stands and published sources of the British museum in 

London and Louvre in Paris the facts of history of origin of money, 

we had found. 

Since appearance of the first money there was a major problem 

which humanity can not decide until now. The question is about 

inflation, which constantly threatens to the profits of everyone, every 

country, every company and organization. Inflation is depreciation of 

money, but not price advance, as it seems sometimes. Prices grow not 

only due to inflation but also lot of quite other factors: upgrading of 

the sold commodities, rareness of values, legislative limitations, 

suddenly arising up fashion on one or the other commodities etc. 
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An analysis showed that since appearance of money inflation 

never stopped. It could only slow down to the barely visible, hidden 

form. Metallic money depreciated originally. Thousands manuscripts 

and books ancient and medieval authors overwhelmed with 

complaints on permanent depreciation of money, on costliness and 

price advance of all commodities. Inflation of metallic money took 

place from the secret producing of great number of non-qualitative 

coins with the understated content of precious metals (gold and 

silver), from "cutting" of coins etc. 

With invention of paper in II century in China inflation spread to 

paper money. From 1023 in China the government monopolized 

producing of paper money. Gradually paper money was printed by 

means of a few clichés no less than in six paints. Producing of 

enormous mass of paper money resulted in monstrous inflation in 

1126 . It was one of the first hyperinflations in a national scale. 

The analysis of inflationary processes in more than 5000 years 

allows to make the next conclusions: 

1) inflationary processes always were, present now and will be in 

the future; 

2) there is no a single currency in the world, which would be 

absolutely reliable and did not undergo the inflation; 

3) Inflationary processes affect even precious metals - gold, silver 

and platinum in the case of sharp increase of their amount in the cases 

of discoveries of new deposits, reduction of prices etc. 

Presently there is a danger of inflationary crisis of all 

currencies, including the US dollar, euro, pound sterling, 

Japanese yen etc. 

An analysis shows that for prevention of economic crises it is 

important to have reliable gold reserves which are the most protected 
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from inflation. The value of gold reserves of the world countries and 

their dynamics in latter days are characterized by the table 2.1. 

Table 2.1. Gold and money reserves of the world countries  

per capita 
Years Total gold and 

money reserves  

(USD per capita)1 

2000 2010 2011 2013 2014* 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

Ukraine 33 759 698 517 315 

Russia  193 3343 3470 3482 3253 

Great Britain 684 1308 1501 1550 1580 

France 1000 2603 2645 2466 2387 

Germany 1069 2639 2860 2604 2795 

Italy 776 2606 2793 2574 2696 

THE USA 4068 15491 17023 15473 15288 

Gold reserves (grams 

per capita)2 

   

 

 

Ukraine 0,4 0,6 0,5 0,8 0,7 

Russia  2,6 5,9 5,6 6,9 7,4 

Great Britain 7,6 5,2 4,4 4,9 5,3 

France 46,7 40,7 34,5 38,2 42,8 

Germany 41,7 44,2 37,4 41,4 45,4 

Italy 39,7 42,9 36,3 40,3 45,1 

THE USA 253,6 274,4 232,2 257,7 278,3 

It is evaluated on: 
1 International Monetary Fund Statistical Database 

http://www.imfstatistics.org/imf/ 
2 The World Gold Council  http://www.gold.org/ 
* The information is actual for the 17th of June, 2014. 
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An important role in the integral economics of man is played 

with wealth. The famous book of Adam Smith (1723 - 1790) "Wealth 

of nations" was published in 1776 in London [Smith, Adam, 1776]. 

Presently "wealth of nations" was transformed in a concept "National 

wealth". In the SNA of UN national wealth includes not produced and 

produced resources (unfinancial assets), and also financial assets.  

There is now a sharp necessity of including in national wealth of 

two its the most important components: 1) economic wealth (all 

resources, including all natural and informative resources, 

achievements of management, level of economic freedom etc); 2) 

social wealth (including values for satisfaction of final needs of a 

human beeing; the number of human lives; average expectancy of life 

etc). 

And, finally, it is important to underline, that all accumulated 

money, gold and wealth may appear false and useless values, if not 

to take into account the main factor of any wealth – life of every 

human being: lifetime, quality of life and the number of human lives. 

It is firstly showed in this book how to evaluate real value of 

money, gold and wealth of nations. It is proposed to develop the 

integral balance of all values of a human civilization (table 6.1) and to 

introduce three new new concepts (and appropriate indicators): 

1)integral efficiency of saving and usage of wealth (I s); 2) full 

economic efficiency (IED); 3) full social efficiency (ISD). 

 


